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First impression is the last impression! We all come across this much popular adage every often,
but ever thought how it stands just right for our bathrooms? Every time one comes across an
unhygienic and unclean bathroom at any place, it directly reflects on the mindset of the owners of
that place. We tend to perceive that the place and its owners in bad light and it is therefore
important that we have clean, up-to-date and fashionable bathrooms at our homes.

In our series of articles on home decoration, through this write-up we want to focus on a few
bathroom decor essentials as follows:

Cleanliness is a must â€“ it goes without saying that a dry and clean bathroom is a stylish bathroom. If
your bathroom looks soggy and swampy, countertops wet and shaky then you have a serious
cleanliness issue in your bathroom that needs urgent attention.

We suggest you go for compact grade laminate for your bathroom countertops and furnishings.
Compact grade laminates are uniquely designed so that they are extremely water resistant in
nature. Therefore, water seepage inside the compact grade laminate film does not take place
leaving the laminate films appear shiny and glossy at all times with extended longevity.  

More space means more style â€“ No one wants a bathroom that is small and looks overdone.
Bathroom is one space where people love to unwind and take things easy. Furnishing elements like
a bath tub, overhead shelves, cupboards and countertops have to be placed in such a way that
there is still enough room for comfortable movement of people inside.

We suggest you go for bath fittings that are made to fit the desired space designated for each
element. If your bathroom allows an oval bathtub then go for it rather than adamantly sticking to a
rectangular one. This will only clog the space. Instead of going for huge metallic cupboards for your
bathroom, go for flexible store fixtures. Go for solid surface counter tops  rather than choose the
steel or the aluminum alternative. Solid surface countertops prove sturdier and high-pressure
resistant in the long run compared to any other variants available in the market.

Focus on the overall packaging â€“ Looks can be deceptive, is true but ultimately, looks prevail, is also
something that we cannot ignore. In the interior decor industry, seamlessness is given great
authority and nothing can match the level of seamlessness offered by laminates. Laminates bend
and flow accordingly making seamlessness come alive. When touching, it feels like plastic, one
reason why laminates are referred to as plastic laminate. Given the seamlessness, smooth surface
and the overall texture, furniture that have laminate finish look and feel like plastic laminate. 

By making these changes in your bathroom, you will add the required definition to your space. For
more tips on home renovation, keep tracking this space.
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Smith - About Author:
Greenlam laminates a counter tops  are of high aesthetic value, are sustainable, eco-friendly and
immensely durable. Greenlam offered a solid surface countertops, a compact grade laminate  and
high pressure laminates are hugely popular in the market. For more visit Greenlam.com/Singapore.
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